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HUME IS NOT A SKEPI'IC ABOUT INDUCTION 

XINLI WANG 

1. Two Interpretations of Hume 

Any philosophe r who aims to challe nge the accepted unde rstanding 
of a well-known concept, to argue that it has been misunderstood up to 
his/ he r time, and to give it a new account, is liable to get carried away 
and to appear to be debunking the concept itself rather than the ac
cepted interpretation of it. David Hume is not an exceptio n . Hume wants 
to give a diffe rent justificatio n , i.e., episte mic justificatio n, of induction 
from the traditiona l logica l justificatio n . But his language suggests, not 
that he is justifying the e pistemic legitimacy of induction, but that he is 
te lling us that inductive inferences are not ratio nally justifiab le, and 
hence the be liefs a rrived at via inductive infere nces are (a nd must re
main) irrational. Perhaps this explains why Hume scho la rs before the 
1970's have a lmost all agreed that Hume believes that inductio n is not 
only logically illegitimate, but also epistemically worthless. Hume is re
garded as a dead-heart radical skeptic about induction. 1 

However, the above traditional inte rpretation makes Burne's empiri
cal epistemology self-defeating. On the one hand, Burne raises serio us 
p roblems about the legitimacy of inductive infe rences. On the other 
hand, he a rgues inductively himself in laying the fou ndations o f his 
e pistemology. At the beginning o f the Treatise, fo r example, Hume 
maintains that "every simple idea has a s imp le impression, which resem-

1 Defenders o f the received view are both numerous and distinguished. Main ver
sions of this interpretation can he found in the following writings: K. Popper 1959, 369; 
W . Salmo n 1967, ch. 1; F. Will 1947; W . Kneale 1949, 55; ). l3t:nnett 1971, 300-302; 
Kemp Smith 1964, 374-375; 13. Stroud 1977, 56 ff . The fullest and most elaborate defense 
of the received interpretation can be located in D. Stove 1973, pl. 2. 
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bles it, and every simple impre$sion a corresponding idea" (Treatise, 3). 

Hume defends thls claim by giving an example and then arguing: 

Everyone may satisfy himself in this point by running over as many as 
he pleases. But if any one should deny this universal resemblance, I 
know no way of convincing him, but by desiring him to shew a simple 
impression, that has not a correspondent idea, or a simple idea, that has 
not a correspondent impression. If he does not answer this challenge, 
as 'tis certain he cannot, we may from his silence and our own observa
tion establish our conclusion. (Treatise, 3-4; italics added). 

This is a typical inductive argument. In fact, similar inductive arguments 
like this abound in the Treatise. But if, as Hume goes on to argue, we 
have no adequate ground for accepting inductive reasoning, then w e 
have no adequate ground for accepting the arguments that Hume uses to 
establish the starting point of h is empirical epistemology, a starting point 
which itself leads to the problen1 of induction. Consequently, Hume ap
pears to have undermined what he takes to be o ne of his most important 
projects-the construction of a scie nce o f man . 

Since 1975, the traditional interpretatio n has been cha llenged. Some 
scholars argue that reading Hume as a radical skeptic about induction is 
untenable and is due to a misundersta nding of Hume. They contend that 
Hume is merely concerned with showing (a) that inductive inferences 
canno t provide the logical necessity which uniquely characterizes de
monstrative reasoning; (b) that demonstrative reasoning cannot, fro m its 
own recourses alone, prove matters of fact w hich inductive reasoning 
concerns. Simply put, Hume only show s us that inductive inferences are 
not deductive inferences. Hume does not thus show that the conclusions 
of inductive inferences are rationally unjustifiable. Therefo re, Hume may 
be in many respects a skeptic, but no t a rad ical skeptic about induction.2 

The new interpretation of Hume's problem of ind uction is, I think, 
more plausible than the traditional one . It at least e liminates the charge 
of inconsistency within Hume's empirica l epistemo logy. Up to now, 
however, different versions of the new interpretation are unsatisfacto ry. 
Som e go from one extreme to the other. Fo r example, Beauchamp and 
Mappes assert that Hume never grapples with the problem of the epis-

2 Challenges to reading Hume as a radical skeptic about induction were first given 
by L. Beauchamp and Mappes in their 1975. The basic approach was expanded and 
revised in Beauchamp and Rosenberg 1981, ch. 2. Later challenges can be found in N. 
Arnold 1983, j. Broughton 1983, and F. Dauer 1980. 
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te mic justificatio n of inductio n w hich they refe r to as the cexte rnal prob
lem.' Their inte ntio n is p la in. Since Hume's argument about inductio n is 
no t a de mand for a who lesale justification o f inductio n , it is much less a 
skeptical assau lt on induction.3 But Beauchamp and Mappes are mis
take n in their clain1 that Hume never conside red the ~externa l problem.' 
As a matte r of fact, in Bk. I, Pt. IV, sect. iv & vii of the Treatise, Hume 
does call into question the epistemic legitimacy o f inductive infe rence. 
Altho ugh it is no t my contentio n that these s tate ments about skepticism 
represent Hume's final positio n o n inductio n (I will argue the opposite), 
it shows clearly that Hume does no t fa il to address the cexternal ques
tion.' 

Another versio n o f the new interpretation pro posed by Arno ld clari
fies some confus io ns in Beauchamp and Mappes' inte rpre ta tion, but it, 
unfo rtunately, does not make much mo re progress in defe nding Hume. 
Arno ld a rgues correctly tha t Hume does not identify justifiability and ra
tionality with epistemic certainty. So Hume does not infer the conclusio n 
that the belie fs arrived at via inductive infere nces are unjustifiable and 
unreasonable fro m the invalidity of inductive inferences. However, Ar
no ld answers only what Hu me's conclusio n is not (that is, the invalidity 
of inductive infe rences does not mean that the ir conclusio ns are unrea
sonable), not what Hume's conclusion is. That is, the belie fs arrived a t 
v ia stro ng inductive infe rences a re rationally justified. If Hume's positio n 

for the epistemic legitimacy o f induction cannot be fu lly revealed , then 
the new inte rpretation is no t convincing e no ugh to make Hume avoid 
falling into the positio n o f inductive skepticism commo nly attributed to 
him. The refo re, the above considera tion makes our re turn to this well
worn to pic re levant and necessary. I want to a rgue that Hume does be
lieve that inductive infe rences are epistemically justifiable and the beliefs 
gained by stro ng inductive infe rences are ratio nally justified, ratio na l, o r 
epis temically warrantable. I believe that Hume grants the epistemic le
gitimacy o f inductio n . 

2. Hume's Logical Arguments Against Induction 

To reveal Hume 's position o n the epistemic legitimacy of inductio n , 
w e should sta rt with a brief review o f his celebrated logical arguments 
against ind uctio n . The re has bee n quite general agreement upo n what 

3 T. Beauchamp and T. Mappes 1975. 
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Hume's a rgument against inductio n is. The argume nt, at least as it occurs 
in Bk. 1, Pt. 111 , sect. xi of the Treatise and in sect. iv o f the Enquiries, is 
what is called the circularity a rgument. But this reading o f Hume's a rgu
ment about inductio n is radically incomplete. Hume's comple te argu
ments, in my reading o f Hume, consist o f the fo llowing three arguments 
in a chain. 

Step !--Argument From Conceptual Possib ility: It is a we ll-known 
doctrine held by Hume that "Whatever can be conceiv'd by a clear and 
distinct idea necessarily implies the possibility of existence" (Treatise, 
43). It is conceivable, hence it is logically possible, tha t in any inductive 
inference, the infe rence might have its pre mises true but its conclusio n 
false. Consequently, a ll inductive infere nces a re deductively invalid by 
the very definitio n o f deductive validity. Now, the questio n is whether 
we can rende r an inductive inference deductively valid by adding other 
necessary premises. The answer to this questio n leads us to the next step 
of Hume's argument chain. 

Step ll- Argument Fro m Unavailability o f Causal Necessity: In o rder to 
re nder an inductive inference valid, we can try to add a new pre mise-
namely, a premise about the necessary connectio n between causes (he re 
the premises o f the inference) and the e ffect (here its conclusion)--into 
tha t inference. "Here it is constantly supposed that there is a connection 
between the present fact and that which is inferred from it. Were there 
no thing to bind them together, the inference would be e ntire ly precari
ous" (Enquiries, 26-27). But this premise canno t be established because 
ne ither single case sensory experience no r reasoning--eithe r reasoning 
entirely a priori o r reasoning assisted only by such experie nce--discovers 
'the separable and inviolable connexion' between two objects (Enquiries, 
7, 31, 42). 

Step HI--Argume nt Fro m Circularity: A further pro blem is that powers 
o n connectio ns, even if they were perceivable, would not alo ne render 
inductive infe rences deductively valid, especially when the inferences 
concern the future . The fact that certain objects have possessed certain 
powers in the past and present is not the reason fo r believing that they 
will in the future unless the inductive method has been justified 
(Treatise, 91). The refore, Hume argues that inductive arguments require 
some principle about the Unifo rmity of Nature (for example, the future 
will resemble the past) as a necessa ry premise in o rder to render the m 
valid (Treatise, 89). Hume's strategy is to show that the Principle of the 
Unifo rmity of Nature cannot be satisfactorily established. He does this by 
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arguing that there a re o nly two kinds of a rguments that could be used-
either by a demonstration or by a probable argument (an argument fro m 
experience) to establish the principle. But neither is successful. Since the 
denial of the p rinciple is conceivable, viz., it is a contingent truth, there 
can be no demonstrative argument fo r the p rinciple (Treatise, 89). The 
probable argument for the principle does not work e ithe r since it in
volves a circula rity: 

Probability is founded on the presumption of a resemblance betwixt 
those objects, of which we have had experie nce, and those, of which 
w e have had none; and 'tis impossible this assumption can arise from 
probability (Treatise, 90). 

Furthe rmore, there is no no ncircular (deductively) valid a rgument fro m 
experience since a no ncircular (valid) argument fo r the p rinciple either 
begs the q uestio n (a ny valid argument from experie nce has the Principle 
o f the Unifo rmity of Natu re itseLf as a p remise) or gets invo lved in an in
finite regress (by supposing an even greater regula rity than is stated in 
the o rig inal principle, such as, the Resemblance Thesis). So, it is claimed 
tha t any intended deductively valid probable a rgument for the Principle 
o f the Uniformity of Nature is circular, questio n-begging, o r an infinite 
regress (Treatise, 89-90). 

Fro m the above three arguments, Hume concludes that all inductive 
infere nces a re incurably deductive ly invalid. There is no do ubt that 
Hume's famo us arguments against inductio n above are confined within 
the logical do main o nly. Their conclusio n is no mo re than the claim that 
inductive inferences a re no t deductive inferences, and hence inductive 
inferences are no t logically justifiable (since only deductively valid infe r
ences are logically justifiable). 

However, what we are concerned with he re is what epistemic impli
catio n Hume d raws from the above logical arguments against induction. 
Does the fact that inductive inferences are no t logically justifiable due to 
their deductive invalid ity imply that inductive infe re nces canno t be justi
fied in gene ral and cannot be epistemically justified in particular? This is 
an e pistemologica lly s ignificant but abstruse questio n. One way of read
ing Hume is to genera lize the conclusio n from his logical a rguments to 
the extent of denying that induction could be ratio nally justified in any 
way; as the traditional interpre tatio n does. Another way o f reading Hume 
is to draw a distinctio n between the logical justification and the epistemic 
justificatio n o f induction and to show that Hume is no t a skeptic about 
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induction as to epistemic justif~cation, although he is a radical skeptic 
about induction as to logical justification . This is what I intend to do 
here. Presumably the latter way of reading Hume requires a theoretical 
basis sufficient to make a sound distinction between logical and epis
temic justification of induction, which I will turn to below. 

3. Two Types of Inductio n: Logical vs. Factual Pro bability 

It is widely accepted that Hume's problem of induction is about the 
legitimacy or rational justification of induction. But it is a matter of con
troversy what the term 'legitimacy' or 'rational justification' means. Hume 
scholars often have different concepts of rational justificat ion or legiti
macy in mind when they are discussing Hume's problem. The logical 
validity of inductive inferences, the epistemic certainty of inductive con
clusions, and the epistemic warrant of beliefs arrived at via inductive in
ferences are all possible candidates. For instance, the traditio nal inter
pretation equates legitimacy of induction with its logica l validity. The 
vagueness of the concepts of legitimacy o r rational justification indicates 
that Hume's problem itself is multidimensional. I believe that the prob
lem contains the following three dimensions: (a) Logical dimension: the 
question is whether the inductive inference itselj; as a fo rm of logical 
reasoning, is deductively valid . It concerns the logica l legitimacy 
/ justificat io n of induction. (b) Epistemic dimension : the quest ion is 
whether the beliefs arrived at via inductive inferences are epistemically 
justifiable or warrantable . It deals with the epistemic legitimacy I justifi
cation of induction. (c) Pragmatic dimension: the question is whether o r 
not the beliefs gained by inductive inferences are pragmatically reliable. It 
pertains to the pragmatic legitimacy I justification of induction. 

Hume argues explicitly aga inst the logical legitimacy of induction in 
his most famous arguments about induction as I have presented above 
(Treatise, Bk. I, Pt. III , sect. vi; Enquiries, IV, V), a nd is implicitly con
cerned with the epistemic and pragmatic legitimacy in o ther texts 
( Treatise, Bk. I, Pt. III, sect. ix, xi, xii , xiii , xv). As fo r the pragmatic le
gitimacy of induction, Hume's position is we ll known. Hume believes 
that a reasonable man will, and 'must' make inductive inferences and the 
beliefs gained by strong inductive inferences are pragmatically reliable. 

The problem of concern he re is how to make a sound distinction 
between logica l and epistemic dimensions of induction. To do this , we 
need to turn to Hume's own concept of inductive reasoning. Hume dis-
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tingu ishes the fo rms o f human reasoning into two kinds, viz., demo n
strative reasoning and probable reasoning (factual reasoning or inductive 
reasoning). Hume o ften re fers to the la tter as reaso ning fro m probability 
or briefly probability. It is clear that by demonstrative reasoning Hume 
means o ne concerning the re latio ns of ideas and aris ing from the com
parison of ideas. This kind of reasoning is pure ly a product of under
s tanding and is entire ly free from d o ubt and uncertainty. In contrast, 
Hume does not explicate explicitly what probability o r inductive rea
soning is except that he means "by pro bability, that evidence, which is 
s till attended with uncertainty" (Treatise, 124). However, how to under
stand Burne's concept of probabil ity is crucial fo r us to clarify in which 
sense Hume be lieves that inductive infe rences and the be liefs a rrived at 
via inductio n, if any, are rationa lly justifiable. 

Stove's analysis o f two kinds of probability, namely, logica l and fac
tual pro bability, ca n cast some light o n this issue. According to Stove, the 
logical probability of a hypothesis (upon some evidence) is the degree of 
belie/that a pe rfectly rational pe rson would have in this hypothesis . To 
say that the logical probability of a hypothesis h is high is just to say that, 
given some evidence, it is highly reasonable to believe h . This means that 
the logical probability o f h has a subjective implicatio n re lative to a be
liever. By contrast, the factual probability of h is a no tio n ro ughly 
equiva lent to the re lative frequency notion o f probability,4 but w here, 
unlike usual mathe matical statistica l treatment, the re fe rence sequences 
are finite. If I say that the factual probability of h o n some evidence e is 
high, then I mea n no t that 1 believe that I w ill be right, but that in most 
cases o f a like s ituatio n I will in fact be right. Unlike logical pro bability, 
factual probability ca n he confirmed or disconfirmed by expe rience, thus 
we ca n say that a judgment o f factual probability has an objective impli
cation .5 

Although the statements o f logical pro bability and that of factua l 
probability are essentially different, they are related . O n the o ne hand, 
the truth-value o f a statement o f logical probability is not corre lated with 
the tmth-value o f the corresponding state ment o f factual probability. The 

4 Dy relative frequency notion of probability, I mean the empi rica l probability 
whicl.1 is defined as a limiting frequency of an infinite sequence. For example, the 
probability P of a coin landing heads (with respect to a given finite sequence of tosses) 
is n/m, if and o nly if the actua l numbers of the coin landing heads are n in the given 
to tal numbers m of tosses. 

s D. Stove 1973, 5-10. 
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former may be true even though the latte r is quite fa lse. Fo r example, I 
have seen tho usands o f white swans in the past. So, it is reasonable for 
me to believe that the next swan I meet will be white (logical pro bability) 
even though the next sw an I meet is in fact b lack. In this s ituation , the 
claim that the next sw an I meet will in fact be white (factua l probability) 
is fa lse. O n the o the r hand, the re lative frequency of the factual prob
ability of state ments wo uld exe rcise influence o n one's judgment o f logi
cal probability of that statement. For instance, if the frequency o f a fa c
tual probability o f a statement is above certain pe rcentage (say , nine ty 
pe rcent), such as "the sun rises fro m the east eve ry mo rning", then it is 
very reasonable to believe it. 

To illustrate, le t us use a case given by Hume. Give n that flames in 
my past experience have been associated with the impressio n o f ho t, I 
may infer that it is highly reasonable fo r me to believe that the next flame 
I meet will be ho t. In othe r words, I may infe r that the logical probability 
o f the statement tha t the next flame I meet will be ho t is very high . I will 
refe r to this kind o f infe rence as the inductive infe rence in the sense of 
logical pro bability, b riefly, induction-LP. On the othe r hand, I may simply 
infe r that the next flame I meet will in fact be hot. Simila rly, I will re fe r 
to this kind o f infe rence as the inductive infe rence in the sense o f factual 
pro bability (he reafte r, inductio n-FP) . 

4. Epistemic justification of Induction 

To w hich d imensio n does induction-FP o r inductio n-LP pe rta in? What 
is Hume's attitude toward each? Since inductio n-FP deals with the logical 
re latio n between fa ctua l be liefs, it pe rta ins to logical jus tification o f in
ductio n . Hume argues quite convincingly that induction-FP is incurably 
deductively invalid as I have presented in section 2. When Hume says 
that induction-FP is deductively invalid , he is not saying that we can be 
wro ng, but that the infe rence has no logical necessity; s ince the re is 
nothing possessed by o ur know ledge o f the past which d ete rmines a 

priori our future experience. We may wake up to mo rro w to find that a ll 
o ur sciences must be revised , and the sun never rises fro m the east 
aga in. If I must say that Hume is skeptic about ind uctio n, I wo uld rathe r 
say that he is a rad ical skeptic about inductio n-FP. 

In contrast, inductio n-LP concerns the questio n o f to what exte nt a 
ratio nal perso n has epistemically justifiable or warrantable he liefs arrived 
at via inductive infe rences. It pe rtains to what I re fe r to as the epistemic 
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justification of induction. According to my reading of Hume, Hume does 
believe that induction-LP, from the past experience to a reasonable belief 
in the future, is ratio nally justifiable. From the past expe rie nce, we can 
infer justified beliefs in terms of a strong induction-LP. My above claim is 
based on the fo llowing consideratio ns. 

4. 1 Rational justification vs. epistemic certainty 

From the conclusion that the traditional interpretatio n attributes to 
Hume, name ly, that a ll beliefs a rrived at via inductive inferences are (and 
must retain) rationally unjustified or irrational, w e can trace a deeper as
sumption w h ich the traditio na l view attributes to Hume. It is believed 
that Hume holds the fo llowing conditional R: 

[R] If one cannot know witb absolute certainty that statement S is true, 
then it is unreasonable (rationally unjustifiable) to believe S. 

On the basis of conditional R, rational justification is, for Hume, an ali-or
no thing affair. To say that a belief is less than certain is to say that it is 
ratio nally unjustifiable. In addition, the re is a clear and obvious connec
tion between the logical validity of an inference and the e pisternic cer
tainty o f its conclus ion. In a va lid inference, the conclusion can be re
garded as certain re lative to the premises; since in a valid argument it is 
logically impossible for the conclusion to be false if all the premises are 
true. On the contrary, in an invalid inference, the conclusio n cannot be 
rende red certain re lative to the pre mises. Since Hume has proved that 
the conclusions of inductive inferences are less than certain re lative to 
the premises due to the invalidity of the infe re nces, the traditional inter
pretation continues, the beliefs arrived at via inductive inferences are not 

ratio nally justifiab le . 

However, there is no indepe nde nt evidence for the claim that Hume 
thinks that a lack of e pistemic certainty implies a lack of rational justifi
catio n o r of epistemic warrant. What Hume's logical arguments against 
induction achieve is that inductive inferences cannot guarantee episternic 
certa inty of the belie fs arrived at via inductive infe rences. It says nothing 
abo ut whe ther o r not the beliefs are rationally justifiable or epistemically 
warrantable. On the contrary, the re is adequate evidence that Hume does 
not identify epistemic certa inty with rational justification.6 Hume makes it 
quite clear that inductive inferences can have varying measures of epis-

6 N. Arnold 1983. 
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temic warrant by providing varying measures of episte rnic justification for 
their conclusions.? Epistemic warrant or rational justification is not, for 
Hume, an ali-or-nothing affai r. There is no reason to e mploy Hume's 
logical arguments aga inst induction to deny the rational justifiability of 
inductive inferences in general. 

4. 2 Justifiability of induction-IP 

According to the distinction between logical and factual probability, 
the deductive validity of an induction-FP is not a necessary condition for 
the justifiability of a corresponding induction-LP . When Hume argues 
that induction-FP (i.e ., to claim that the next flame will in fact be hot) is 
deductively invalid and therefore is not logically justifiable, he by no 
means means that induction-LP ( i.e., to believe that next flame will be 
hot) is unjustifiable. It may be perfectly reasonable to believe that the 
next flame will be hot, even though it is in fact not. 

However, it is generally supposed by many that Hume infers that the 
beliefs arrived at via inductive inferences (more precisely, induction-LP) 
are unreasonable and unjustifiable from the fact that inductive inferences 
(more precisely, induction-FP) are deductively invalid. According to this 
interpretation, it is unreasonable to believe that next flame will be hot 
since it is logically possible that next flame will in fact not be hot. So, 
Hume is believed to have frowned upon induction in general. But it 
would be better to say, I think, that Hu me frowned upon those who be
lieve that the ir (correct) judgme nts of logical probabil ity must be corre
lated with true statements of factual probability, i.e., upon those who 
think that the deductive validity of induction-FP is a necessary conditio n 
for the justifiability of induction-LP. 

4. 3 Epistemic warrant of the beliefs of logical probability 

Hume does make a distinction between unjustified and justified fac
tual beliefs arrived at via induction-LP, namely, between the beliefs of 
different logical probability. Hume holds that inductive inferences do 
provide varying measures of epistemic warrant for the ir conclusions. The 
fo llowing passage taken from Hume's essay "Of Miracles" makes the 
above point very clear: 

7 See 4.3 for detail 
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Though experience be our only guide in reasoning concerning matters 
of fact; it must be acknowledged that this guide is not altogether infall i
ble, but in some cases is apt to lead us into errors ... A wise man, there
fore , proportions his belief to the evidence. In such conclusions as are 
founded on an infallible experience, he expects the event with the last 
degree of assurance, and regards his past experience as a full proof of 
the future existence of that event. In othe r cases, he proceeds wi th 
more caution: He weighs the opposite experiments; he considers which 
side is supported by the greater number of experiments--to that side he 
inclines, with doubt and hesitation; a nd when at last he fixes his judg
ment, the evidence exceeds not what we properly call 'probability.' ... a 
hundred uniform experiments, with only one that is contradicto ry, rea
sonably beget a pretty strong degree of assurance (Enquiries, 110 - 111). 
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Hume devotes three sections of the Treatise (Bk. I, Pt. III, sect. xi , xii , 
xiii) to provide a basis upon which to distinguish the two kinds o f factual 
b e liefs and to e xamine the psycho logical sources of the basis. These 

cons ide ratio ns can be gene ra lized into the fo llowing three aspects:B (1) 

Hume's sectio n "Of the pro bability o f cha nce" ( Treatise, Bk. I, Pt. III , 
sect. xi) inquires whe the r inductive infere nces have degrees o f evidence, 

some being superior to the othe rs. His a nsw e r is affirmative altho ug h he 

d iscovers that the 'diffe re nce b e tween kinds of evide nce' is in 'ma ny 
cases insens ible ' even tho ugh it is easy to see the d iffe re nce when 

widely varying expe riences a nd types o f generalizatio n are compared 
(Treatise, 131). (2) In section "Of the probability o f causes" (Treatise, Bk. 

I, Pt. III, sect. xii), Hume indicates tha t w he never the source of so me 
event is secre t, unobserved, we sho u ld proceed o n the hypo thes is tha t 
the event fits a patte rn of causa l unifo rmity, even if we a re disposed to 

believe otherwise (Treatise, 132). 'Deliberatio n ' is sa id to pro p erly d is
place 'habitua l d e te rminatio n .' (3) Hume ma kes a gene ral dist inction 
b e tween ind uctively well-gro und ed b e lie fs and those whic h are pure ly 
a rtific ia l o r associatio na l. He takes the diffe re nce to rest in wide, varied 
acqua intance, as distinct fro m limited acqua inta nce. The reflective life o f 
wide expe rie nce is ab le to test customs and display the m w ith mo re 
adequa te ly ground ed belie fs (Treatise, 113, 133). Hume says that me re 
b e lief pro duced by the in1ag ina tio n is capricious and must be supple
me nted by applicatio n of genera l rules o f judgment (Treatise, 149). Ke mp 

Smith has w e ll captu red Hume's po int: 

8 T. l3eauchamp and T. Mappes 1975, 125-127. 
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In saying that custom is king, ~ume has left undecided the all-important 
issue as to when its sovereignty is legitimate and when it is usurped, 
when it is should be loyally accepted and when it ought to be chal
lenged ... Consequently, Hume's position is not that custom (or habit) as 
such is king: it has no manner of right to lay claim to any such dignity. 
It is experience - and custom only so far as it conforms to and is the 
outcome of experience -- which is, and ought to be, the ultimate court 
of appeal, a court of appeal which makes possible a distinction between 
those customs and habits that are reliable and beneficial and those that 
are not (Smith 1966, 382). 

4. 4 The canons of rational induction-LP 

Hume provides us with h is canons of inductio n , which come from 
experience and the law of association, to make a ra tional induction-LP. 
In section "Rules by which to judge of causes a nd effects" (Treatise, Bk. 
I, Pt. III, sect. xv), Hume is expressly concerned with providing methods 
for justifying causal beliefs. His intention is to "ftx some general rules, by 
which we know when (causes and e ffects) really are so" (Treatise, 173). 
These rules clearly indicate that the correctness of causal inference is a 
matter o f objective support and does not depend o n custom , animal 
faith , o r observers' acquired feelings of determinatio n . Since satis fa ctio n 
of the warranting conditions provides a ll the evidence needed fo r the 
verification of causal statements, ' instinct' fee ling o f expectation ad ds 
nothing essentia l and might even be mis leading o r mistaken (Treatise, 
Rule 6, 174 and also 149). Gene ral rules are the same sort of thing, fo r 
Hume, as the principles of logical probability and the intuitive assess
ments o f statements of logical probability. The rules are justified by two 
cons iderations. First, they are tested, probed , no t proven , by exceptio ns 
(Treatise, 153-154). Second, rules without exceptions-and consistent w ith 
our o the r be liefs--enge nder, s imply by the rules of association (Treatise, 
130, 134, 138, 143), a more vivid belief than rules without these pleasing 
characteristics (Treatise, 150).9 

Hume's real concern about inductive inference s is to show what the 
principles of logical pro bability--the principles governing the formatio n 
of reasonable beliefs--are. Hume's quarrel is no t with logical probability, 
but with those who believe that the re is some ascertainable relation be-

9 For the theoretical function and worth of these rules within Hume's epistemology, 
please see Passmore 1968, ch. 3, 42-64. 
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tween true statements of logical probability and those of factual prob
ability, with those who hold that tomorrow must be in fact like today. 
Therefo re, Hume is asserting not that we cannot justifiably make state
ments of logical probability (It is reasonable to believe that the sun will 
rise tomorrow), but simply that we cannot know to what extent they will 
be 'borne out' by true statements of factual probability. If one is rational, 
i.e., is consistent with the principles of logical probability, then one must 
make inductive inferences because true statements of logical probability, 
not factual probability, are all we possess and all we need. When we ex
pect that the sun will rise tomorrow, our expectation is reasonable and 
rationally justified, even if the sun will in fact not rise tomorrow. 

5. Conclusion 

Hume believes that (correct) induction-LP is epistemically legitimate 
and justifiable. Hence the beliefs arrived at via (correct) induction-LP are 
rational beliefs. Hume is not an inductive skeptic in the sense of induc
tion-LP although he may be said to be a radical skeptic about induction
FP. Hume's real contribution to the problem of induction is that he rules 
out one way of justifying induction, namely, that induction cannot be 
justified logically (deductive logic). At the same time, Hume not only 
leaves other ways open--such as epistemic o r pragmatic justification of 
induction, but positively advocates the epistemic justification of induc
tion, more precisely, the rational justification of induction-LP. 

juniata College, Pennsylvania, US 
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